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THE EDITOR'S NOTE
2021 marks exactly 45 years since the June 16 youth
uprising. This is a day when our fellow brothers and
sisters decided to take a stand, not for themselves
but for generations to come. A lot has happened
since then and it is easy to sit and dwell on the
negatives than the little positives we have. One of
the things that youth month does is help us
introspect and look back from where we come from
and what better way to do that, than with the
phenomenal and iconic Ms. Thembi Seete.
We sat down with her and she took us through her
journey, a journey that brought her to the woman
that she is today, a woman that makes us run to our
homes every evening to watch her on Gomora.
Thembi Seete’s journey has not been an easy one and
it is that reason that we wanted her to be on the
cover. Introducing Thembisile is a story of hope,
which reminds us that where we are today, is not our
final destination.

With the time having evolved, we sat with 3 guys that
are saying taking care of your skin should be a priority,
whether you are male, female, gay lesbian, bisexual or
queer, without being stigmatized. We have a chat with
Mathapelo Pitse, founder of a woman’s shoe brand
Jadore D’Amour, took a look at 16 young influentials
that you should follow.
For the 45th commemoration of the youth uprising,
we feature 45 fashion design students from the
Walter Sisulu University in Umtata to showcase their
designs as this month’s fashion editorial.
The concept around this month’s issue was to give
hope in these trying times and remind a black child
who sits in a corner somewhere in this country that it
is possible, that today might not be your day but look
forward to tomorrow as it might be your day!
Enjoy!

Themba

BEHIND THE SCENES

TEAM |

Photography | @bestfriends_za
Make Up | @jackiememola_mua
Styling | Katlego Magano & Themba Dlamini
Writer | @anelile_dlamini.gibixego

3 SKINCARE BRANDS FOR THE
NEW SEASON

ALL LOCALLY MADE PRODUCTS

N E M
@sipsonbrushes

SKIN

CARE
@bohlalexwizdom

D N A

@fistoartist

Men
&
Skin Care
One of the things that men have shied away from
has been skin care, for countless reasons. The main
one being “it is un-manly to exfoliate or moisturise”.
However, more men are now pursuing healthier,
younger-looking skin, making it a great time for men
to evaluate their skin care routine but the number is
still low though. This is even with most South African
brands creating skin care products for men. We sat
down with 3 heterosexual men who have no qualms
with taking care of their skins.
We sat down with Make up artist and Photographer
Fanyana (Fistoartist) Maseko, Male Grooming and
Lifestyle Vlogger Bohlale (Bohlalexwizdom)
Masungwini and MAC make-up artist Siphiwe
(sipsonbrushes) Xaba.
These young men have been in the grooming industry
for a while now and they share their feelings and take
on the topic. Bohlale starts by saying that his youtube
channel target males between the ages of 17 & 36
years old by becoming a guide to them to level up
through not only taking care of their skins but their
mental health's well, “just putting gents on” he says.
The first question I posed to the panel was why do
they think men are reluctant to take care of their
skins?
“Our peers have a major role to play in this”, says Fisto.
A guy taking care of his skin has been (for the longest
time) seen as gay. Not understanding that male
grooming should be part of life. Fisto says even after
8+ years in the industry some of his female clients still
question his sexuality all because he is a make up
artist. Bohlale quickly jumps in and says his journey
has actually been an easy one as he hasn’t gotten any
pushback from guys that he has conversed with. He
states that he started taking care of his skin as an
escape route.
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This was because he had noticed that a darker skinned
person was rarely seen as good looking, his mind was
later changed though when people started
complementing his skin. Siphiwe says "taking care of
your skin or appearance starts at an early age, where a
guy would do anything uku-charma abo cherrie (wanting
to make an impression on girls) and as time evolves you
start buying cologne, making sure your hair is always
neat and one starts stealing their mother’s face
moisturiser and end up buyig it for themselves." He
further says that he started taking of his skin because he
is light skinned and always had issues with the sun and
had to use spf regularly.

@sipsonbrushes

Siphiwe says he has the brand that he works for and
Fisto worked for that has helped them see things
differently and helped them understand the importance
of male grooming! “I never understoond why guys would
take a body lotion and use it on their faces when it clearly
does not say face lotion” says Siphiwe.
You're shedding skin cells throughout the day, so it's
important to keep your skin glowing and in good
condition.
An effective routine can help prevent acne, treat
wrinkles, and help keep your skin looking its best. The
guys agree that we then need to educate our brothers
and sisters to do take better care of their skins. I mean
everyone wants to look young forever.
The guys agree that times have changed. Fisto says that
women are more accepting now. Gone are the days
where women would say “I would never date a guy with
long hair or sits in the mirror. But women still want to
date a man who takes very good care of himself and
smells good. Siphiwe says the education should start
with a guy complementing another guy’s skin without
feeling some type of way, without sexualizing it.
It is clear from this conversation that taking care of
yourself should never be linked to gender or sexual
orientation. Visit these gentlemen's social media
platforms for the routines.

@fistoartist

5 tips to help men develop healthy skin care routines,
dermatologists recommend the following tips:
Consider product labels and ingredients.
Wash your face daily and after exercise.
Watch your shaving technique.
Moisturize daily.
Check your skin regularly.
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Sourced Images from SA Fashion Week

Xavier Sadan South Africa

1. Power Dressing
2. Puff Sleeves
3. Quilted Texture
4. Faux-Fur
5. Statement Tees / Hoodie

A/W21
TRENDS

FASHION

The Bam Collective

Erre Fashion
Ezoketho
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7. Oversized Jackets
8. Show Some Skin
9. Saturation
10. Wide Leg Pants / BootLeg

Lukhanyo Mdingi

SA
FASHION
WEEK
RUNWAY
Erree Fashion

Ephymol

Artho Eksteen
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Sourced Images from SA Fashion Week

Loxion Kulca

27

6. Vintage / Retro Knits

CLIVE
DLAMINI
@ubab.dlamini
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1] Traveling | The more I embark on a journey to any
destination, the more I look forward to creating
memorable experiences that will just captivate me
enough to come back.
2] The Beach | Nothing is as therapeutic and as alluring
as the gushing sound of the waves while the water just
invite one.
3] Smart Phone | Now who doesn't know how much I
love taking pictures and creating content.
4] Fashion and style is something that resonates with
what defines me.
5] Food for me can change my mood from angry or
melancholic, to happy and joyful.
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WWW.JADOREDAMOUR.COM
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hembisile wears; Skirt & Tee from ERRE Fashion

THEMBISILE
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COVER STORY

A STORY OF
TRANSFORMATION.
RESILIENCE. SURVIVAL.
WORDS BY ANELILE DLAMINI GIBIXEGO

The words, youthful, vibrant and well-poised

A live show is a place for her to quench that thirst and she

always come to mind when thinking about

describes it as “It’s the love! It’s the rush and the power

Thembi Seete. One can almost hear Boom Shaka’s

that comes with it. It’s going on stage and the people’s

90s hit “It’s about time” during her cover shoot,
firstly because she looks not a day older than her
16-year self. Secondly, because her energy has
not depreciated over time, instead it has grown
and reached new levels.

energy takes over. That feeling is very satisfying. It brings
so much joy when people appreciate what you’re doing
and support you in all that you do and also grow with you
over time” she explains, “I have this adrenalin thing going
on, I’m a very physical person and I think that is why I
enjoy it so much. When you’re a dancer, you are able to
handle some things since you are used to using your
body”

Thembi remains relevant after three decades in the
cutthroat industry, spanning through performing as
a dancer, a singer, actress and presenter. One
wonders, how does Thembi remain so flawless and
how does she keep reinventing herself time and

Thembisile – A Boom Shaka Life lived
Kwaito is amazing because it serves as an archive for the
country’s state and politics at a specific time. Boom Shaka
was iconic and was one of the biggest contributors to

time again? Thembi as an artist is multi-

South Africa’s kwaito history and archives. This is

generational and she means different things and

because the four membered group was aunthetic and

represents different things to all of us. We sat down

provided new and fresh music. Everything from the lyrics

with the Gomora star to find out about her resilience

to the provocative dance moves was iconic , “We were

and some of the lessons she has learned over the

dramatic, sexy, confident because we were influenced by

years.

international music and other traditions. So we build that

Although she is a master of many talents, she feels
the most fulfilled when she is doing music.

music for our market, we wrote our own music and we
wanted to be out of the box. Although we never won any
awards during Boom Shaka, we knew we were influential
and impactful.”

LIFE AFTER
BOOM
SHAKA
In life, there are peaks and lows, but
life must go on. For Thembisile one
such moment was after Book Shaka
separated. At that young age, she
needed to continue working in order
to pay for school and assist her
mother and her brother.
Those were trying times as she
realised that she was alone, she says
“It was bad, it made me realise that at
the end of the day you are on your
own. You also need to make sure that
you are independent.
I thank God that I realised that very
early in life, in every relationship, if
you become dependent on the other,
you become desperate. You must
never be dependent on anyone.”
These are lessons she carries and
applies in all relationships,
friendships and professional
relationships.
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Body Suit & Sheer Dress from Amen Fashion

One of Boom Shaka’s highlights was
being the opening act for Janet
Jackson’s “The Velvet Rope Tour".
Most people did not know that
Boom Shaka travelled with Janet
Jackson. Thembi resonates deeply
with Janet Jackson and is her mentor
since her young days. This is because
like Janet Jackson, Thembi is softspoken but comes alive when on
stage.

"LEBO WAS NOT THE ONLY PERSON I BEGGED"
A turning point was going to Lebo
Mathosa’s house to beg her for
assistance, “My aim of going there
was to go and beg her about
performing so that I can pay my
mother’s rent. I had nothing.” she
explains, “When I arrived at the
house, I knocked on the gate and one
of her dancers opened the curtains
and said “Lebo Hayo”. Lebo is not
here. Although I could hear that Lebo
was there.
Yes, she had a right to be unavailable
to me and be available for the people
that were in the house with her. She
had a right to be available for her
career and push herself and her
career forward. It was her right.”
Thembi says firmly, peased that she
was able to realise that and be able to
survive it. At the time Lebo Mathosa
was establishin herself as a solo act
and was doing well. So this rejection

Dress from ERRE Fashion, Jewlery Stylist Own

showed Thembi that she needed to be
independent.
“Lebo was not the only person I
begged” she remembers. Through her
networks and knowledge of the
industry she begged promoters and
club owners for shows and gigs.
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Tee from ERRE Fashion

“WHEN YOU ARE YOUNG, YOU DO NOT
THINK ABOUT FAILURE" - THEMBI
She wanted to get booked as herself, Thembi Seete

As daunting as that experience was, in a new

and not Boom Shaka. One person that gave her a

industry with new people and beginning a journey

fighting chance was Desiree Markgraaff from Bomb

into self; Thembi thrived under these

Shelter productions who gave Thembi her first break,

circumstances; “When you are young, you do not

as Yizo Yizo 2’s Hazel. Through that, it relaunched her

think about failure because you have never

into the industry as a single act. Thembi Seete

experienced that. You go there with an open mind,

became a household brand, strictly introducing

as you grow it has power because you have

herself in her songs and in the industry and no longer

experienced it. In Boom Shaka, we didn’t relate to

as ‘the girl from Boom Shaka’.

failure. Failure may have been when we decided to
separate”. That is how she became an actress.
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hembisile wears; Dress from ERRE Fashion

AN ICON IS BORN
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THEMBISILE –
AN ACTRESS
We were introduced to
Thembi Seete – the actress,
as ‘Hazel’ in Yizo Yizo 2 where
she felt it was her calling as
she believed the story to
correctly depict her lived
experience. The production
was an important part of
South African culture, it was
an important story to tell.
Thembi felt she could relate
with the story and its
characters, especially since
even her school uniform was
that of Supatsela High; “I
knew that part (Hazel) was
the part for me, it was my
calling.
It made me uncomfortable,
acting makes me feel some
type of way that I can’t even
describe. When I saw YizoYizo on screen, it was

Skirt & Tee from ERRE Fashion

uncomfortable and that’s
when I realised that this is my
calling. I experienced the
children playing these
characters with no pretence.
It felt as if it was an open
book because this is what
used to happen. I experienced
all of it in Soweto.”
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Now, acting as Gladys, many felt

I could relate to Gladys and I

that the role was too far off from

was excited. I was told that

Thembi. However, she studied the

this is a boring character when

character and upon learning that

they asked me if I want to play

the character lived in Alex, she

it. So I asked them where she

knew that the character could

was born? I was told Alex, I got

never be boring, that the character

more interested because you

was potentially fun and colourful.

cannot be born and bred at

“With Gomora, it’s something that I

Alex and be boring, and that is

prayed for, for the longest time.

an interesting environment.

When they sent me the character

You must be strong in that

bible, I knew this is where I

township. I’ve never seen a
boring person at Alex”. This

belonged,

speaks volumes to Thembi’s

Skirt from Amen Fashion, Printed Body Suit from Oak Ave

ethics and her beliefs.
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THEMBISILE
VS
TAY TAY
VS
THEMBI SEETE

Skirt from Amen Fashion, Printed Body Suit from Oak Ave

Thembi is known for her baby
face and her being cute. Often
people will mistake her for
vulnerable or a walk-over. Yet
she is actually bold, loving and
deep. “A lot of people get
surprised when they get to know
me because I am a quite person. A
very few people have got to see
the calm Thembisile. Thembisile
is very laid back, girly girl, she is a
couch potato that eats simple
food and is fond of her family. I’m
not a celebrity, a lot of people call
me it but I’m not, it is work. I am a
normal person. Thembi or TayTay is a persona, an alter-ego, a
fierce one at that. This is who
comes out when I perform on
stage because that is where I get
to escape.”
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ON WHAT
SHAPED HER TO
BECOME THE
WOMAN THAT
SHE IS TODAY
My mother and thapelo
(prayer). I was raised by my
aunt and uncle at Vaal and I
did not understand them
for a very long time
because they were so
strict! I realised that they
shaped me to become the
person that I am today.

Dress from ERRE Fashion

They taught me discipline,
loving myself and to be
non-judgemental and have
humility. To be adaptable
and to be flexible in all the
spaces you are present in.

You survive when you can bled into different societal
structures. “Blenda Man! When you in Alex, waBlenda.
When in Zola, waBlenda, wherever you are you must
Blend!” This builds survival characteristics and helps
people feel at ease around you.
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Keeping
the private
life private
After three decades in
the industry, Thembi has
been able to stay out of
the gossip headlines.

Skirt & Top from Simply Tee

Even when there are
reports or articles on her
activities, she does not
respond or revault. “What
would I say? I don’t owe
anyone an explanation.
Besides, people will
always have something
to say. Even if it not
positive, It is okay. It
means you are alive”, she
says giggling.

Although she did share some of
her private life previously, she
learned that it is not worth it, “I
have not always been private, I
once shared relationships.
Through it, I learnt that once you
share your relationships, you are
inviting people to have an
opinion about it so I chose not to
disclose my relationships
anymore due to the harshness
that came with the exposure”.
She acknowledges the toughness
of the industry and that she is
specifically wired for it. It is not
the case with people she may be
sharing her life with. Therefore,
she keeps them out of the spot
light to protect them and also to
ensure that there are boundaries.
OAK AVE MAGAZINE
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Skirt & Jump Suit from David Tlale

After experiencing the trials and tribulations of the
industry for decades, her advice to the new artists is:
The entertainment industry is not an easy one, so you
must have the skin and the heart for it.
It is important to have people around you that you
can trust and can count on to run and do the bidding
for you. Because, you need to nurse business relations
and ensure that no bridges are burnt.
OAK AVE MAGAZINE

You are true to yourself. The industry can
change you, so being true to ones self is
important.
Talent is not enough. You need more. A fighting
spirit. Patience. Humility. Without these things, it
is very difficult to surive in the trade
JUNE 2021

GETTING CANDID
WITH THEMBISILE
ARE THERE SIMILARITIES BETWEEN
YOU AND GLADYS?
“NO! I am nothing like Gladys! Gladys is always on attack mode! I
simply follow the script and translate to seSotho!”

WHAT WAS YOUR FAVOURITE
COLLABORATION FROM YOUR SOLO
CATALOGUE?
There's plenty but the 2 that stand out for me would be
Indlovukazi feat Amu and Move your body feat Skwatta Kamp

WHAT WOULD YOU TELL DAKALO
IF HE WANTED TO BE IN THE
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY?
“I would tell him that he must study what he wants to do
and graduate. He must fathom how to create and make
sure that it is something that can sustain him so that if he
does one thing and it fails, he can hop to something else
because he has knowledge but still stay in the same
industry. I believe that the worst thing for us in the industry
is not having security.”

WHO WOULD PLAY THEMBI IN A
BIOPIC?
Kamo Mphela or Bontle Modiselle
That is the energy they have, I connect with them. I’m
drawn to the discipline that they have. They understand
that this is business. Those two are going to go far.

Skirt & Top from Simply Tee

WHO IS YOUR CELEB CRUSH?
Basetsana Khumalo - I admire Bassie, I admire her drive.
She has that fire, I admire a lot of people but with her, it’s
easy because I see her most times and I love her energy

WHAT IS ONE THING YOU
SPLURGE ON?
I love clothes! I love clothes! I love looking beautiful, if I
had an extra R500, I’d buy myself something beautiful,
maybe a matching outfit with my son and my day is
made

WATCH GOMORA : WEEKDAYS AT 19:30
0N MZANSI MAGIC CHANNEL 161
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COMMEMORATING

4 5
o f

t h e

J u n e

Y E A R S
1 6

Y o u t h

U p r i s i n g

To commemorate the 45 years of the youth uprising, Oak Mag partnered
with the amazingly gifted fashion designing students and graduates from
the prestigious Walter Sisulu University in Umtata. Together with the
lecture Mziwoxolo, we selected 45 of the students and graduates and asked
them submit pictures of their work. These had to be full looks, styled and
photographed by the designer.
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indokuhle Mdunjane
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Andiswa Solani

Nosandi Macabela

Yamkelisa Dingilizwe
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Lumkwana Xolelwa

Avumile Holoholo

Zulu Siphamandla

Nkosana Vusi
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REISE | PAGE 4

Yanelisa Jayiya

Mlamla Nomvula

Jokocelana Sinovuyo
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Sonkwatsha Sinovuyo

Lwando Futshane

Mpisane Nosipho
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Nhlahhla Khawula

Qosholo Emanuel

Benya Aviwe

Yonelani Cobokana

Nontle Zoko
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Yonela Rasmeni

Ntanzi Phola

Sisanda Mgcotyelwa
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Ndevu Sindi

Artist Vellem

Zimbili Sithole

Kuhle Sipunzi

Diko Esihle
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Nogcino Dlamini

Wendy Nziphazi

Nhlakanipho Gumede

Mcobothi Nokwanda

Zamokuhle Ngceni

Qhonono Ntuthuzelo

Ncentsa Simthembile
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Asekho Mbaco

Asiphe Mlamla

Ngxelo Vathiswa
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Khema Akhonke

Jangile Nandipha

Ngqulana Siphokazi

Zikhona Skhabeni
Asavela Madikizela
Celelenkosi Shibe

Ngwenduna Nandipha
OAK AVE MAGAZINE

CONTACT WSU
Mziwoxolo Sgwentu
Fashion Lecturer
(047) 401 6158
msgwentu@wsu.ac.za
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The Rise of
GEN-Z

A New Era has
Come of Age
OM JUNE 2021 ISSUE 07

A New Era Has Come
Of Age
The rise of Gen-Z
A new era that is ready to take over and
allow their voices to be heard.
With this generation being all born after 1996
we see a rise and majority of them starting to
reach their early 20’s. They are now starting to
have a huge say in the trends in various
industries and also are now stepping up to
shape up the future that is to come, but do
we really understand who are the Generation
Z and what impact they have across the
world. We take a deep dive into what it means
to be part of a new Generation that is Gen Z.
OM JUNE 2021 ISSUE 07

The New
Change
Makers, The
New Trendsetters The
force that must
be heard
Who are the Generation Z’s?
Individual who are born after 1996
are considered to be Generation Z.
They are the new era and new
individuals that are growing and
taking over. From their clear
knowledge of technology, they are
the first digital natives, meaning they
are the first generation that is born
within the digital era. Generation Z
individuals possess the following
traits; smart, influencial,
independent, social and tech
savvy.

OM JUNE 2021 ISSUE 07

16 YOUNG
MOGULS TO
FOLLOW
YOUNG INDIVIDUALS THAT ARE
KILLING IT WITH THEIR
CAREERS & THEIR SOCIALS
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WE CATCH UP WITH

MATHAPELO
PITSE

• THE FACE BEHIND
SOUTH AFRICA'S MOST ELEGANT SHOE BRAND •

OM JUNE 2021 ISSUE 07

Instagram Handle: @iammathapelo
Twitter Handle: @iammathapeloo
Brand / Company: J’adore D’amour
Brand Instagram Handle: @jadoredamour
Brand Twitter Handle: @jadoredamour
Website: www.jadoredamour.com
Who is Mathaphelo Pitse?

How did the brand start?

Mathapelo Pitse is a goal-driven individual who

Funny story, the idea of owning a shoe line

is the Founder & CEO of J’adore D’amour a

came after I had to give away my shoes. I once

proudly South African luxury shoe brand that

hoarded over 300 pairs and that’s pretty much

caters for high-end ultra-feminine consumers

how the brand came about. At that time, I was

who have a love for sophisticated, classy and

in luxury corporate retail and gained the

trendy footwear .

skillset to start my business.

How did Mathaphelo get into being an

What were some of the challenges that you

entrepreneur?

faced when you started?

I’ve always had an entrepreneurial drive and

One of the many challenges that I faced when I

realized I wanted to get into business when a

started was learning the importance of money.

lot of people (including friends and family)

Having enough capital is essential when one

would either ask for a pair of shoes or where I

wants to venture into business, it’s definitely

purchased the shoe. I had an ah ha moment

not for the faint hearted.

and the rest is history.

OM JUNE 2021 ISSUE 07

What is the meaning behind the name
J’ADORE D’amour?

How has the industry supported and welcomed

J’ADORE D’AMOUR means ‘I love LOVE’ in French

your brand?

and truly defines the romantic feel of the brand.
Everything that I do represents who I truly am. So
I make sure that I leave a sparkle of love at all

With the help of being consistent on social media,
I must say people are warming up to the idea of
having and supporting a proudly South African

times.

black owned business run by women. I have an

Being a lover of luxury how has that played a

all-girl team who understand my vision and what

role with creating your brand and the values

the brand is about and what it represents. Our

that the brand will adhere to?

brand caters to audacious and sophisticated
women and members of the LGBQT+ community

One of our key values as a brand is being able to
compete with the standards and business
competencies of internationally renowned shoe
labels. Therefore, being a lover of luxury I have to
be up to speed with the latest trends in fashion

who love stylish stiletto’s.

What are some of the skills have you obtained
along the years that have helped you when it
comes to entrepreneurship?

and incorporating the J’adore D’amour to each
I have thirteen years’ experience in luxury

design.

corporate retail and gained skills in sales,

What has the brand taught you about yourself,

business development, business expansion and

as a person and also as an entrepreneur?

customer relations. These key aspects were
integral in the founding and management of my

To trust the process, to be more open-minded
and take criticism. I am such a perfectionist.

brand to ensure that business runs smoothly for
the overall success of the brand.
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F A S H I O N
D I R E C T O R Y

01
02
03
AMEN FASHION SOUTH AFRICA
www.afiboutique.com
info@bradabiah.com
@amen_fashion_africa

ERRE FASHION

www.erre-fashion.com
info@erre-fashion.com
@errefashion

SIMPLYTEE

tina.dikotsi@icloud.com
@simpleetee_21

F A S H I O N
D I R E C T O R Y

03
04
05
DAVID TLALE

www.davidtlale.com
Melrose Arch
Riboville Boutique Hotel
Menlyn Shopping Centre
24 Kloof Street
@davidtlale

WALTER SISULU UNIVERSITY

www.wsu.ac.za
047 401 6158
@waltersisuluuni

J'ADORE D'AMOUR
www.jadoredamour.com
010 006 0645
info@jadoredamour.com
@jadoredamour

